
Project X CODE Online - What’s included?

Integrated professional development 
  Instant access to clear, easy-to-follow online 
professional development videos 

  All staff can receive comprehensive, consistent 
access to high-quality CODE programme training

  Flexibility to carry out the training at any time 

Online phonics activities
 Interactive quizzes enable  
children to practise their phonics 
knowledge and develop their   
comprehension skills.

CODE eBooks
 eBook versions of the   
programme’s 86 pupil books 

 Can be accessed both in 
school and at home 

Teaching notes
 Carefully structured session notes 
for each text in the series 

Wild Rides
Introduction 4 mins

If a child is new to CODE, give them their CODE tracker file. Explain that it’s 

a special file to track Team X and Mini’s progress through the Micro World 

zones. Ask them to complete PCM 3 as a cover sheet for their file.

Hand out PCM 25 and explain that it is a reading record of things children  

will find out about the Wild Rides zone.

Team X and Mini will be going into a new zone today. 

Look at the zone map on page 4 of BITE Strike and identify the zones they 

have been through already.

Word workout and Before reading 10 mins

Before we read the story, we will do our Word workout to get our reading and 

writing brains working.

(See Menu of Activities for details and an explanation of each Word workout 

activity.)

Oral blending Oral blending: w/i/l/d p/r/i/z/e m/igh/t/y

Revise Flashcards: i, i-e, igh, a, a-e, ay, ai

Practise Quickwrite: wild rides inside high

Turn to BITE Strike, page 5.

Apply Sound spotter: wild ride line behind  

Tricky words: what there said come have one

Reading the story 8 mins

What do you think the Wild Rides zone might be like? 

Give children time to look at the pictures on pages 7–10.

Show the word ‘express’.

One of the rides that Team X and Mini can choose in this zone is the Wild 

Express. An express train is one that goes very fast.  

Turn to page 6 and read the title together. Draw attention to the two words 

that show different ways to spell the long /igh/ phoneme: i as in wild; i-e as  

in rides.

As you are reading, look out for other words with the long /igh/ sound.

Ask children to take turns reading a page. Use the Phonic record sheet  

to note any words that an individual misreads. 

Praise the use of successful decoding and check children can recall the GPCs 

i and i-e, and use them to blend and read words in the story, e.g. wild, time.

If a child is struggling to decode a particular word, remind them to break  

it down into phonemes and blend the phonemes together, e.g. a/m/a/z/i/ng.

After reading 5 mins

Ask children whether they spotted any other words with the long /igh/ 

phoneme: inside, high, behind, MITEs, time, line, prize.

Turn to page 11 and read the question: ‘What can you ride in this zone?’

Ask children to recall the different rides and refer back to pages 7–9,  

if necessary. 

Which ride would you choose? (Encourage individuals to explain their choice.)

Which do you think is the fastest?

Look at the picture on page 10.

Which ride do you think will cross the finishing line first? Which will be 

second? 

Takeaway: talking 3 mins

Explain that today’s Takeaway is a talking activity. Give each child Label 1 

from PCM 26. Children can tell someone at school or home what they know 

about the Wild Rides zone and what they expect to happen in it.

BITE Strike
Blue band

Wild Rides zone

Book 3

Focus GPCs
i as in wild, i-e as in ride 

Tricky words
what, there, said, come, 

have, one 

Team X words
zone, Mini

Exploring vocabulary

express

Resources

  CODE tracker files with 

PCM 25 Wild Rides 

zone log

  Zone map

  Wild Rides zone Book 13 

BITE Strike

  Flashcards: i, i-e, igh, a, 

a-e, ay, ai

  Mini whiteboards and 

pens

  Word written on a 

flipchart or whiteboard:  

express

  Phonic record sheet 

– Blue band

  Label 1 from PCM 26 

‘Ask me about’ labels 

for each child

Blue band  Wild Rides zone  Session notes
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Pyramid Peril
Introduction 3 mins

 If a child is new to CODE, give them their CODE tracker file. Explain that it’s 
a special file to track Team X and Mini’s progress through the Micro World 
zones. Ask them to complete PCM 3 as a cover sheet for their file.

 Give out PCM 89 and ask children to think about which details they need to 
note to make a record of this zone.

 Look at the zone map (on page 4 of Into the Pyramid) and follow the route 
that Team X and Mini have already taken. Point out that the Pyramid Peril 
zone is the final zone before they reach the centre of Micro World.

Word workout and Before reading 6 mins
 Before we find out more about this zone, we will do a short Word workout to 
get our reading and writing brains working.
(See Menu of Activities for details and an explanation of the flashcard activity 
and other Word workout activities. If any children still need to practise oral 
blending, select 2–3 words from a previous book.)

Revise/Practise Flashcards: ch (/sh/, /k/, /ch/), y (/i/) 

 You already know the most common way to pronounce ‘ch’: /ch/ as in 
‘church’. In some words, like ‘brochure’, it is pronounced /sh/. In others, 
like ‘anchor’, it is pronounced /k/. 

 You already know the most common way to spell /i/ using the letter ‘i’. 
In a few words we use the letter ‘y’, for example: ‘pyramid’. You will be 
reading that word in today’s story.

 Turn to Into the Pyramid, page 5.
 Remember the sounds you have just practised and use them to blend sounds 
and read the words.

Apply Word alert: brochure echo school Egypt

Reading the story 12 mins
 What do you think the Pyramid Peril zone will be like? 
 Do you know what pyramids were used for in ancient Egypt?

 Encourage children to share what they know, filling in any gaps in their 
knowledge, e.g. pyramids were tombs built by the ancient Egyptians.

 Show the words ‘brochure’ and ‘chute’. Read them and check that children 
know what they mean.

 A brochure is a small book or magazine containing information. 
 A chute is a sloping tube-like slide or passageway.

 Turn to page 6 and ask children to take turns reading a page each. Remind 
them to use their phonic knowledge as they decode unfamiliar words. 

 Expect children to decode successfully, without being prompted. They should 
recognise the GPCs ch (/sh/ and /k/) and y (/i/). As they read, use the Phonic 
record sheet to note any words that an individual misreads.

After reading 6 mins
 Turn to page 13.
 Imagine you are on the Pyramid Peril ride. What can you hear, see, smell  
and touch? How do you feel?

 Encourage children to scan the pages for information and use their 
imaginations. If necessary, demonstrate, for example: 

 The ride goes deep underground, so I think it would smell musty and damp.
 Do you think ‘Pyramid Peril’ is a good name for this zone? ‘Peril’ means 
danger. Have you spotted any dangers so far?

 Support children in justifying their answers, using evidence from the text:
 On page 10 it says there are secret passages and steep chutes, so that would 
make it feel dangerous.

Takeaway: talking 3 mins
 Give each child a label from PCM 90. Challenge them to find out more about 

pyramids and then tell someone at school or home about them.

Into the 
Pyramid 
Purple band
Pyramid Peril zone
Book 45

Focus GPCs
ch as in brochure, ch as in 
anchor, y as in pyramid

Team X word
Mini

Exploring vocabulary
brochure, chute

Resources
  CODE tracker files with 
PCM 89 Pyramid Peril 
zone log

  Zone map
  Pyramid Peril zone 
Book 45 Into the 
Pyramid

  Flashcards: ch, y
  Words written on a 
flipchart or whiteboard: 
brochure, chute

  Phonic record sheet 
– Purple band 

  Label only from PCM 
90 Cards and labels for 
each child
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Jump on!
Introduction 4 mins

 Remind children of the introductory story by looking at The Web pages 2–3. 
Talk about how Team X and Mini can defeat CODE.Remind children of the characters’ names and how to read them.Give each child a ringbinder or book to store their completed PCMs. This will 
be their CODE tracker file.
This is your special file to track Team X and Mini’s progress through the zones 
in Micro World. You’ll fill in details of how they defeat BITEs and find the CODE keys.

Word workout and Before reading 10 mins We are going to do a Word workout in every session to get our reading and 
writing brains working. Then we will be able to read about Team X and Mini.(See Menu of Activities for details and an explanation of each Word workout 
activity.)

Oral blending Oral blending: b/u/zz h/i/ss v/i/s/i/t
Revise Flashcards: j, v, w, z, zz, s, ss

Practise Quickwrite: jump buzz zip well
Turn to The Web, page 5.

Apply Sound spotter: visit zip buzz hiss 
Tricky words: they he 

Reading the story 8 mins
 What do you think the Bugtastic zone will look like?In the story today, Team X and Mini are going to visit the Bugtastic zone to start looking for the CODE keys and the BITE will try to stop them. Show the word ‘BITE’ and read it together. Talk about what BITEs do in  Micro World. Refer to The Adventure Begins, page 7, if necessary.Let’s just check that you understand some of the words you are going to read. ‘Zip’ means to run fast and ‘snap’ is another way of saying ‘take  a photograph’. 
Turn to page 6 and read the title together. Ask children to take turns reading 
a page each. While they are reading, use the Phonic record sheet to note any 
words that an individual misreads. Praise the use of successful decoding and check children can recall the GPCs 
j, v, w, z, zz, and use this knowledge to blend and read words in the story,  
e.g. jump, visit, well, zip, buzz.
If a child is struggling with a particular word, remind them to break it down 
into phonemes and then blend the phonemes together, e.g. b/u/g/s.After reading 5 mins

 Turn to page 11. Check that children can recall information from the story.What did Ant take pictures of?
Look at the bug pictures on page 11 and read the words together.What do bugs do? Match the correct words to the pictures.Check that children can recognise and read the tricky word: they. Ask children 
to make up a sound effect or action when you point to each picture.Team X and Mini have to look out for BITEs. Did you spot one in this story? 
(Page 6.)
We’ll read the next story tomorrow but I’ll just read you the first page now. 
(Read page 13.) Can you remember why Team X and Mini need the CODE key?Takeaway: talking 3 mins

 Explain that today’s Takeaway is a talking activity. Give each child Label 1 from PCM 1.
Practise asking children to tell you about the Bugtastic zone and listen to  their answers.
What did Team X and Mini see in the Bugtastic zone? You can tell someone 
else at school or at home about it.

The Web
Yellow band
Bugtastic zone
Book 1

Focus GPCs
j, v, w, z, zz

Tricky words
they, he

Team X words
Max, Tiger, Mini, BITE
Exploring vocabularyzip, snap

Resources
  Bugtastic zone Book 1 
The Web

  CODE tracker files
  Flashcards: j, v, w, z, zz, 
s, ss

  Mini whiteboards and 
pens

  Words written on a 
flipchart or whiteboard:  
BITE, zip, snap

  CODE launch story The 
Adventure Begins

  Phonic record sheet 
– Yellow band

  Label 1 from PCM 1 
‘Ask me about’ labels 
for each child
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